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Abstract. Structured Query Language (SQL) is an industry standard for writing 
query. Writing SQL query is one of main competencies that must be possessed 
when learning database. Writing an SQL query could be challenging for novice 
students. SQLearn is a web-based application that give several cases study and 
questions. Our hypothesis is learning by using SQLearn will improve the stu-
dents’s understanding in SQL query. SQLearn uses close ended questions ap-
proach. Close ended questions are used to minimize possibility of syntax error. 
The lecturer will create the open-ended questions with a predefined answers and 
set of draggable SQL blocks. Student can learn while answer the questions by 
dragging provided SQL blocks into the correct position, when students finish 
dragging SQL Blocks, SQLearn will check their answer automatically. Twenty-
eight sophomore students from Information Technology department are involved 
in the experiment. Pre-test and post-test are used to measure students’ under-
standing before using and after using SQLearn. T-test analysis result shows that 
there is a significant difference between pre-test and post-test score where the 
post-test score is overachieved the pre-test score. Based on the early result anal-
ysis, a promising result occurred, where the use of SQLearn could improve the 
students’ test score. 
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1 Introduction 

The ability to master databases is one of the most important skills at this time. Databases 
are implemented in many fields not only in computer science and business. In the fields 
of computer science and software engineering, databases have become compulsory sub-
jects [1], [2]. In the field of statistics, databases have become one of the technologies 
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that have been adopted, especially on the topic of computational statistics [3], database 
also used to storing, retrieving and searching dataset on biology related research [4]. 
 Several research have been conducted on the competencies that a student must ac-
quire when learning database. One of them is a standard created by the IEEE and the 
Association for Computing Machinery (ACM). This standard formulates the main com-
petencies and supporting competencies in creating a learning material about data-
bases[1]. According to the IEEE and ACM standards as well as several other studies, it 
can be concluded that several competencies that must be possessed include relational 
databases, SQL Query, conceptual modeling, normalization, and relational algebra [5] 
[6]. 
 Writing SQL queries is an important competency but in practice, writing an SQL 
query has its challenges. SQL queries are written in declarative and set, this is very 
different from what is generally learned in computer programming where the program-
ming language is written in an imperative approach[7].Writing a SQL query considered 
as an activity that increase the cognitive load experienced by the query writer [8].Stu-
dents also often experience many errors due to this high cognitive load, because they 
have to remember the database schema, table names, and column names. Other errors 
also occur due to a lack of understanding of students regarding basic SQL syntax and 
the concept of relations in databases, especially when grouping and joining [9], [10]. 
Despite having a different writing style from other programming languages, rela-

tional databases and SQL still dominate database implementation in industry and aca-
demia [11]. The query syntax that is often used when writing SQL queries is FROM, 
SELECT, WHERE, ORDER BY, GROUP BY, and HAVING [12]. To make an effec-
tive query, students must first visualize where the data is and how to retrieve the data. 
Therefore, the SELECT syntax in SQL queries becomes the main concept that needs to 
be taught, especially when students have mastered the transition SELECT query to un-
derstand and explore other syntaxes more easily[13]. 
The topics most frequently discussed in the database teaching process are normali-

zation, SQL syntax, operating database management tools and designing ERD [14]. 
Many studies have been carried out to improve students' understanding of database 
courses, including using a step-by-step approach, information systems with a role-play-
ing approach [15], SQL teaching with problem based learning[16]. However, teaching 
with the existing approach is focusing on the theory and does not focus on students' 
ability to solve problems related to databases[14]. 
SQL query reconstruction has been implemented in a medical system that focuses 

on how to make a valid SQL query. The research discusses the concept of class, object, 
and data properties of a database [17]. Similar research created an E-Learning platform 
with the drag and drop concept. The study uses 30 participants concluded that the e-
learning application provided a new experience in learning SQL. Using drag and drop 
concept has minimized errors due to syntax errors but is still open-ended where students 
can arrange query code blocks freely[18].  
Another approach besides the open-ended approach is the closed-ended approach, 

this approach is widely used in the data collection process. Close-ended is widely used 
because it simplifies the process of filling out answers by participants[19]. The close-
ended approach can be used for transferring the teacher’s knowledge and understanding 
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to the student [20]. Examples of closed-ended questions are questions that already have 
some of the correct answers, then students fill in the rest of the questions that have not 
been filled in based on the available choices. This allows students to think logically and 
solve problems according to the context and scope of the questions given [21]. 
SQLearn is a new SQL query learning tool designed using combination between 

drag and drop and close-ended approach. In this tool student will learn to write SQL 
query by filling the gap using a drag and drop action to a predefined answer provided 
by the lecturer. 
Our hypothesis for this study is by learning SQL query using SQLearn student will 

have a better skill in writing a SQL query. To measure student skill, we conduct an 
experiment with 28 participant and compare result between pre-test and post-test. 

2 Literature Study 

2.1 Close Ended 

Close-ended questions is a method used to get response from respondent by limiting 
the answer to a set of offered alternatives [22]. By providing set of answer analyzing 
and processing close-ended questions is easier than open-ended questions. Close-ended 
questions also reduce the possibility of invalid answer[23]. Close-ended questions also 
enable respondent to respond with specific answer to the questions topic [24]. 
 

2.2 Drag And Drop 

Drag and drop are widely used as user interface to learn programming language. Scratch 
[25] is a learning tool where a user can learn to create a program by dragging and drop-
ping several graphical blocks into a scripting window. User can see the result of their 
blocks script interactively on the result area. Using graphical blocs help user focus on 
the learning process instead of typing complex syntax.  
Several learning tools for database also using drag and drop style like Scratch, e.g., 

Bags, DB-Learn, DBSnap and ScrambleSQL. Bags using graphical blocks that provide 
data or relational operator for the user. User can drag and drop these blocks to a script-
ing area to create a database query. When the user executes the blocks, Bags will show 
result of the query in a table [26]. DB-Learn using similar concept with Bags with ad-
vanced cloud support [27]. DBSnap using a drag and drop blocks that create a tree 
instead of a linear blocks [28].DBSnap shows result of the block as a query, table result 
and node result. While Bags, DB-Learn and DBSnap focusing on relational algebra, 
ScrambleSQL focus on enhance learning for SQL command writing. ScrambleSQL 
provide list of SQL keyword, operator symbol and table as blocks that a student can 
drag to playground pane. Whenever student change the block in playground pane a SQL 
statement will be evaluated and show the result in the result table [18]. 
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3 Sqlearn 

SQLearn is a web-based SQL Query learning tool that applies close ended and drag and 
drop in the learning process. The lecturer is responsible to create a case study and ques-
tions. To create a case study lecturer must import a backup file that consist of SQL 
database schema and dataset for the case study. This database schema and dataset will 
be the base for checking query result created by student. The process of creating case 
study shown in Fig.1. 

 
Fig. 1. Create case study. 
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Fig. 2. Create questions and sql blocks. 

When creating questions lecturer must set up several things the first one is the ques-
tions itself, lecturer must choose case study related to the questions, upload the image of 
desirable query result and setup key query answer for the questions. Key query answer 
consists of key and draggable SQL query parts blocks lecturer mark which parts of the 
key query answer that will be shown and which parts that will be set as draggable blocks. 
The process to create questions shown in Fig. 2.  
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Fig. 3. Question and table preview on student account. 

 

 
Fig. 4. Error answer response. 
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Fig. 5. Correct answer response. 

 When working on the questions student can see the questions, description of table 
that used for related questions, a preview of the expected query result, a pre constructed 
query answer and set of draggable SQL blocks. The student view on questions shown in 
Fig. 3 and Fig. 4. 

 Student can answer the question by dragging SQL blocks to the correct position on 
the preconstructed query answer. Before submitting the answer, student can test the 
query if the test query can be executed SQLearn will show the preview of query result if 
there are any error SQLearn will show a syntax error message. Students must arrange 
the SQL blocks to correct position in the pre constructed answer before continuing to 
the next questions. The student answer process shown in Fig. 5. 

4 Experimental Settings And Discussion 

4.1 Procedure 

Twenty-eight sophomore students were involved in this experiment. They are from 
Information Technology department majoring Informatic Technic. They’ve learned the 
DBMS course subject. Makes them familiar with the basic of SQL query syntax. To 
handle the condition, then a complex sets of SQL syntax was created by the teacher to 
be used as the material in this experiment. The design of the experiment is shown in 
Fig.6. 

During the experiment, the teacher was not explaining the material at all. The answer 
for both pre and posttest were not given to the students until all the cycles were finished. 
First activity, the students will learn the syntax from a textbook gave by the teacher. The 
material itself contains of explanation and example of the SQL query syntax. After read-
ing, then a pre-test was conducted, during the test students were not allowed to open the 
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textbook. Next activity was using the application to help students understanding the syn-
tax by them self. the last activity would be post-test. both pre and post-test were the same 
test. 

 

 
Fig. 6. Experiment design. 

 
4.2 Result 

Analyzing the experiment results was conducted to answer the research question. T-
test statistical analysis was used to compare the test results because it could give a 
strong result to determine the differences between pre and post-test. Pearson correlation 
analysis was also used to measure the correlation between tests.  Based on TABLE I, it 
shows that there are significant differences occur between the pre-test and post-test (p 
two tail = 2.01263E-08; p < 0.001), p-value were less than 0.001 means that the score 
gap between pre-test and post-test are significant different, where post-test is overa-
chieved the pre-test. Pearson correlation also show that a strong positive correlation 
appears (0.5 < 0.721257512 < 1) where 1 is the strongest. 
 

4.3 Analysis 

To support the result, box plot diagram was used to give a view on the density of 
score from both tests. Based on Fig. 7, it is clearly show that the post-test over-achieved 
the post test, the density of the score also wider and higher than the pre-test. Fig. 8, 
gave a better view by showing that most students are improved. Only few students are 
not improved, but they already had a good score. 
 

Learning SQL 
syntax from 
the text book -
10 Minutes

pre-test - 10 
Minutes

Learning SQL 
by using the 
application -
10 Minutes

Post Test - 10 
Minutes
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Fig. 7. Box plot for pre-test and post-test. 

 

 
Fig. 8. Block chart for pre-test and post-test. 

Table 1. Pearson correlation and t-test result. 

t-Test:Paired Two 
Sample for Means 

Pre-Test Post Test 

Mean 60.71428571 73.21429 

Variance 147.6190476 89.28571 

Observations 28 28 

Pearson Correlation 0.721257512  
Hypothesized Mean 
Difference 0  

df 27  

t Stat -7.833494518  

P(T<=t) one-tail 1.00632E-08  

t Critical one-tail 1.703288446  
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P(T<=t) two-tail 2.01263E-08  

t Critical two-tail 2.051830516  

 

5 Conclusion 

Based on the fact found in the experiments, there are strong indication showing that 
the used of the application could improve the post-test. most students, are able to im-
prove their test scores. The used of the application  had given them a better score means 
that their understanding are improved. One of the reasons of this improvement is be-
cause SQLearn provide them with some guidance so that they could analyzed their own 
understanding. The application also provide some suggestions that could be used to 
investigate the mistakes made by the students. Since the teacher didn’t assist the stu-
dents during the experiments then one of possible reason is the application could assist 
student for self-learning. The result of this experiment shows a positive result of the 
technology used in a learning environment. It gave a positive indication that the tech-
nology can be consider to be used in a real class situation. 
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